Abstract. Nowadays, both single C/S B/S cannot meet each department demands, for students ideological and political work management construction, it needs C/S B/S mixed structure to jointly complete, the paper carries out advantages and disadvantages analysis and judgment on C/S, B/S single structure, on this basis, utilizes AHP model to analyze C/S B/S mixed structure in ideological and political work management system, and gets that C/S B/S mixed structure obtained recognition degree in students' ideological and political work management is the highest, and analyzes from the ideological and political teachers' operation ability, the students ability to use, ideological and political management system maintenance, and the degree of system coverage four aspects, and gets students ideological and political work management system's system construction strength in C/S B/S mixed structure.
Introduction
Software structural design is connecting software demands, due to it gets involved in important bonds, in order to let software designing to arrive at authenticity and feasibility that meets software demands, and then further promotes software quality, in the important link, it can combine C/S and B/S two kinds of different structures, and fits for students' ideological and political work management system construction, is a kind of common advancement of software development and education mode [1] .
C/S structure is carrying on that bases on resources asymmetrical conditions, the purpose is to implement resources share and then established system, C/S structure divides into client and server two parts, from which server is responsible for data management, client fulfills users interactive work. C/S structure has stronger data processing functions, and development is simple, uses non-professional teachers to operate, and C/S structure is easier to application program and service construction expansion and compression, in C/S structure, clients reaction speed rate is high, but C/S structure maintenance cost is very high, and for different operating system, it should establish corresponding version software. In using range, C/S structure cannot apply in Internet, it only adapts to local area network, therefore it cannot timely, effective popularize [2] [3] [4] . B/S structure belongs to Internet network fields, from which most representative B/S structure is browser/ server, it reinforces functions and saves cost. For B/S structure, largest advantage is it can operate anywhere, any time, and doesn't need to draw support from any software, comparing to C/S structure, B/S structure doesn't need to maintain, for ideological and political work administrative staffs, only being able to surf online, and possessing users name and passwords, then can operate. In user version aspect, required systematic configuration is lower, selection is wider. But B/S structure server excessive burden affects system efficiency, with visiting amount increases, loading on server will also increase, which also brings inconvenience for upgrading and maintenance [5] .
Nowadays both single C/Sand B/S cannot meet each department demands, in students' ideological and political work management; it also needs high speed, simple system for ideological and political teachers and students' using.
Mold establishments

Construct hierarchical structure
The paper makes quantization on students' ideological and political work management. Establish target layer, criterion layer and scheme layer relations [6] . Target layer: Students' ideological and political work management system.
Criterion layer: scheme influence factors, C1 is ideological and political teachers operation ability, C2 is students ability to use, C3 is ideological and maintenance, C4 is the degree of system coverage. Scheme layer:A1 is C/S structure, A2 is B/S structure, A3 is C/S, B/S mixed structure, it gets hierarchical structure as Figure1shows.
Construct each level judgment matrix
In criterion layer, each criterion target proportion is different, by researchers researching on criterion, and then according to number1~9 and their reciprocals to judge each criterion target proportions.
The paper takes Table 1 showed 1~9 scale table as 
Hierarchical total arrangement and its consistency test.
It can get: By above, it is clear that the paper established and obtained artistic design education mode students' ideological and political work management system maximum feature value and feature vector as weights to analyze, and establishes weight hierarchical figure.
(1) (2) Similarly, to judgment matrix B1, B2, B3, B4 it carries out consistency test, and get weight vector. The paper utilizes hierarchical chart drawing out calculation results from object layer to scheme layer, as Figure 3 shows.
Calculation result is as following: 
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By calculation, the paper gets: students' ideological and political work management system, C/S structure proportion is 19.5%, B/S structure is 22.2% of total proportions. C/S B/S mixed structure occupies 58.3% of total proportions.
Conclusions
The paper analyzes from the ideological and political teachers' operation ability, the students ability to use, ideological and political management system maintenance, and the degree of system coverage four aspects, and gets students ideological and political work management system's system construction strength in C/S, B/S mixed structure, and analyzes from C/S structure and B/S structure individual structure, on the basis of modern network universality, gets B/S structure adaptability is higher, but due to B/S structure drawbacks, it let C/S B/S mixed structure adaptability to increase. It simplifies teachers and students' operation, reduces maintenance cost and increases coverage area.
